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PART 1. READING COMPREHENSION. Maximum: 15 points. 1 point for each 
correct answer 
 
Task 1.Complete the text using the definitions of the required words in the 
brackets. Write your answers IN CAPITAL LETTERS on the separate answer 
sheet.  

From: j.kens@oldfieldslaw.co.uk 
To: c.zurba@oldfieldslaw.co.uk 
Subject: International environmental law 
 
Cassandra, 
You said you were interested in getting an (1) o………. (a short description of 
something that provides general information but no details) of international 
environmental law. You could take a look at (2) P……… (basic ideas or rules that 
explain or control how something happens or works) of International Environmental 
Law. It’s a reasonably (3) c……….. (complete and including everything that is 
necessary) reference book on regulations relating to environmental protection and the 
(4) c………. (prevention of wasteful use) of natural resources. It covers the 
institutional and legal (5) f………. (a basic structure underlying a system, concept, or 
text), the (6) c……….. (written and signed legal agreements between countries), 
customary law, and all the new case law, as well as issues like compliance, (7) 
i……….. (the process of putting a decision or plan into effect, execution), (8) 
e……….. (ensuring that the law is obeyed), and dispute settlement. There’s a (9) 
b………. ( a wide range or extent)  of topics: conservation of biological (10) d………. 
(variety, a range of different things), genetically modified organisms, (11) p………. 
(damage through contamination) control, hazardous substances and activities, waste 
management and (12) d……… (the process of getting rid of something), the Kyoto 
Protocol, and (13) t……….. (a way of performing a skillful activity) for the fulfillment 
of principles and rules such as environmental impact assessment, (14) l………. (the fact 
that someone is legally responsible for something), and compensation for 
environmental (15) d……….. (harm). 
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PART 2.USE OF ENGLISH. Maximum: 35 points. 
1 point for each correct answer 

 
Task 1. Give the correct translation of the famous books from Russian into 
English. Write your answers IN CAPITAL LETTERS on the separate answer 
sheet.   

1) «Рождественская история » (by Сh. Dickens)  
2) «Ветер в ивах» (by Kenneth Grahame) 
3) «Властелин колец» (by J.R.R. Tolkien)  
4) «Ярмарка тщеславия» (by William Thackeray)  
5) «Грозовой перевал» (by Emily Brontë)  
6) «Прощай, оружие» (by E. Hemingway)  
7) «Принц и нищий» (by M. Twain) 
 

Task 2. Use the main verb from the first box and a preposition from the second 
box to create the phrasal verbs. Fill in the gaps in the sentences using the 
appropriate phrasal verb. Write your answers IN CAPITAL LETTERS on the 
separate answer sheet. Do not change the form of the verb. Each main verb and 
preposition can be used once only.  

BREAK CUT BACK FALL 

GET KNOCK KNUCKLE PULL 

 
 

DOWN OUT  BACK UP 

INTO FOR AWAY OFF 

 

8) It’s a good idea to  ___________ your files onto a memory stick. 
9) The experiment became so expensive that we had to ___________ .  
10) In times of economic hardship, firms ________ on training.  
11) Did they ___________ each other instantly?  
12) It has always been my ambition to ___________ broadcasting. 
13) We’re hoping to __________ for a few days on Christmas. 

https://www.thegreatestbooks.org/authors/4734


14) It’s high time to __________ for lunch.  
15) I have to ________ to some serious study.   

 
Task 3. Rewrite the given sentences using idioms that include the words given in 
capitals. Do not change the word given. You must use between three and six words, 
including the word given. 
Here is an example (0). Write your answers IN CAPITAL LETTERS on the 
separate answer sheet.   
Example: Chris says he didn’t steal the money, but he isn’t telling the truth.  
TEETH 
Chris says he didn’t steal the money, but ..........................................  . 
 
Answer: but he’s lying through his teeth.  
 

16) Unfortunately there weren’t many spectators.  
GROUND 
Unfortunately spectators were  .......................................... . 
 

17) It may be your favourite restaurant, but it’s incredibly expensive.  
EARTH 
It may be your favourite restaurant, but it…………………. .  
 

18) The view from the summit is spectacular.   
WORLD 
The view from the summit is …………………. .  
 

19) Harry really wants a holiday in Greece when he’s finished his exams.  
HEART 
Harry ………..…………………. a holiday in Greece when he’s finished his exams.  
 
 
 

20) Fred’s very busy with his work this week. He’s hardly got a moment to 
spare. 

EYES  
Fred’s ……………………………. in work this week.  He’s hardly got a moment 
to spare. 

 
 
 
 



Task 4. Think of ONE word only for each group of words to make compounds 
with it. The number of letters has been given for you. Write your answers IN 
CAPITAL LETTERS on the separate answer sheet. 
 
For example,  …bird, …board, …mail(5 letters) _____  

Answer: black(blackbird, blackboard, blackmail) 

 

21)  …suckle, …comb, …eater (5 letters) _________  

22) …finger, …cream, …cup (6 letters) _________ 

23) …note, …path, …print (4 letters) _________ 

24) …child, …storm, …wash (5 letters) _________ 

25) …rock, …roll, …bug (3 letters) _________ 

26) …bite, …pack, …ground (4 letters) _________ 

27) …print, …bell, …berry (4 letters) _________ 

28) …coat, …drop, …storm (4 letters) _________ 

29) …ring, …ache, …drum (3 letters) _________ 

 

Task 5. Match the English film titles with their translations. 
 
 

30) “Some Like It Hot” 

31) “Die Hard” 

32) “Lost” 

33) “Yes Man” 

34) “The Wedding Date” 

35) “Over the Hedge” 

36) “Shark Tale” 

37) “Wanted” 

38) “A Beautiful Mind” 

39) “As Good As It Gets” 

40) “Four Brothers” 

41) “The Fast And the 

Furious” 

A) «Всегда говори «Да» 

B) «Жених напрокат» 

C) «Особо опасен» 

D) «Игры разума» 

E) «Крепкий орешек» 

F) «Форсаж» 

G) «Кровь за кровь» 

H) «Лесная братва» 

I) «Лучше не бывает» 

J) «Остаться в живых» 

K) «Подводная братва» 

L) «В джазе только 

девушки» 
 



Task 6.  Complete the words in the given sentences by adding an appropriate 
prefix. Write your answers IN CAPITAL LETTERS on the separate answer sheet.   
 

42) She felt ………dressed at the wedding wearing just jeans and T-shirt. 

43) His speech was interrupted by …….war protesters. 

44) The 1997 film Titanic was a …….make of an earlier film. 

45) She failed the exam because she was …….confident and didn’t bother to revise. 

46) Can you lend me some money? I must have ……...placed my wallet. 

47) I slightly ………cook the apples because they get dry if cooked through.  

48) Each nation must learn to ………exist with neighbouring countries.  

49)  My Mom has these .......historic ideas about proper dress. 

50) …….. – payment of fees could result in a student being asked to leave the course.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
PART 3.WRITING.Maximum: 35 points 

 
Task 3.1 (You can get 10 points for the task) Choose ONE out of the given fictional 
characters (Tom Sawyer, Mr. Scrooge, Alice (Alice in Wonderland), Paddington Bear, 
Winnie-the-Pooh, or Hermione Granger) and write on his/her behalf what his/her New 
Year’s resolutions would be! Write 5 resolutions. The resolutions must reflect the 
personality, habits and lifestyle of the character. Write in total 100-150 words. 
 
Task 3.2 (You can get 25 points for the task) Write a short story illustrating the 
proverb “Where one door shuts, another opens”.  
 
Write 160-250 words in an appropriate style.  
Your story must have a title.  
Your story must have Direct Speech.  
Your story must have an introduction or a setting.  
Your story must have 3 phrasal verbs, 2 idioms and 2 similes.   
Your story must have at least 1 character.  
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